
MasterBatemans Bay HHH                    The Get a Grip Hash  

Where sobriety in moderation is tolerated 
                                                 Trash Volume:  Crescendo 

 
 

Run Number:  119 March 2016 

Weather:  Record for March.  

Hair: Likalotta (with some assistance) 

Run Report:   Lyrics by Gobbles  

Score: 1. 

 

Bloody Hell it was hot!  And Likalotta said 

something about running through the bush and on 

a beach or two then sent the pack out onto the 

bitumen. 

 

But before that a couple of dozen keen and one 

or two mystified hashers turned up at the 

Casey’s Beach “picnic area”.   

 

 
Ready for it. 

There were two virgins from the frozen reaches 

of near Toronto (the one in Canada). It turned 

out that Just Bruce and Just Wendy are related 

to Haemorrhoid who brought them out to Casey’s 

as part of their cultural exploration of Australia. 

 

Sunshine and CL dropped in from Port Stephens 

(near the other Toronto) and were welcomed 

enthusiastically by some (mostly those who knew 

them).  Many Tongues was a first timer with 

MBH3 via Wagga and Capital H3) and dragged 

Dicky Knee along to observe. Just Ross and 

Tainted Love bobbed up again from Nowra and 

Wombat turned up from places unknown if not 

unheard of.  Helen from Potato Point was 

escorted by Wishing Well of the same location. 

After the GeeEmm Two Fathers welcomed all of 

the returnees, virgins, visitors, Pole Dancer and 

even regular hashers there was a short briefing 

from the Hair (her of devious intent and 

disregard for the truth) and the pack lurched 

forth into the tropical heat. 

 

Haemorrhoid and Sunshine led the pack uphill to 

start of course then a short deviant into the 

near shrub and down onto Sunshine Bay beach 

then out again onto the bitumen and heading for 

Denham’s Beach for a bit of respite  

 

 
(Not sure how Sir Pository is ahead. A mystery) 

 

before flogging off uphill again towards the Surf 

Beach hinterland (and finally some scrub and a 

bit of shade) before mysteriously and by 

completely inexplicable means the runners (and 

the RA and GeeEmm and Gobbles) wended their 

way through lotsa new houses in the Sunshine 

Bay nether reaches and popped out again onto a 

bit of beach where the drink stop was located. 

And the walkers were already into the chips.   

Distressing scenes of partial nudity followed as 

some made an attempt to cool down their core 

body temperature. 

 

 



Then it was onon for a short trot back to the 

start and a motorcade (via the local drive in 

bottleo) to Likalatta’s joint for the circle. 

 

This was mercifully brief as there was a hash 

mash appointment at the Thai restaurant down 

the road. 

 

Just Bruce and Just Wendy spoke aboot their 

life in Canada eh. Then got a drink with their 

beloved cousin. (The mind still boggles.) 

 

There were a few charges – none of which appear 

to have remained in my memory as being worthy 

although I do recall the CL forgot to bring his 

drinking vessel so Infallible thoughtfully filled a 

stubby cap to help out.  B2 was quiet (in fact so 

quiet I can’t recall his even being there).  

Wishing Well transferred the Routed/Rooted 

Award to Captain Pugwash due to his cruel and 

unusual over achievement in the temperature 

department. 

 

Then it was onon to the Thai where the banquet 

was consumed, there were no arguments over the 

bill and no-one disgraced themselves in public.  

Rumour has it that there were some liver 

curdling events in Tomakin afterwards but this 

has yet to be confirmed. 

 

Who Came? 
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Many Tongues 
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NEXT RUN 

 

RUN 120.  10th Anniversary Run. 

Back where it all began. 
When: Saturday, 2 April 2016  

Time: 1600 or 4pm AEDT  (Last one at this 

time until after winter) 

Hair: Captain Pugwash and Gobbles  

(Original hairs) 

Where:  Down the track immediately north 

(well, possibly east but on the side away 

from Tomakin) of the Barling’s Beach 

Caravan Park fence. Park at the end of the 

track.  Then afterwards probly at the 

Tommo Club and back at Pugwash and 

Sticky’s if you are really a glutton for 

punishment.  Six of the original 17 will be 

there. 

 

A shirt design has been commissioned from 

Greg at Red Kombi. 

 

RUN AFTER THAT: 

 

RUN 121   

When: Sat 7 May 2016 at 3pm Eastern 

Standard Non Daylight Saving time 

Where: 82 Illabunda Drive, Malua Bay. 

Hair: Two Fathers  

 

OTHER STUFF: 

Nothing I can think of. 

 


